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F O R E WO R D
Reconciliation is our nation’s journey
towards a united future for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and
non-Indigenous peoples.
All organisations, individuals and
government agencies have an
opportunity to contribute to Australia’s
reconciliation movement.
At Renewal SA, we readily recognise and
accept the opportunity and responsibility
to be part of this process.
Renewal SA has worked with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people
and communities in the planning and
development of land across the Greater
Adelaide region for many years.
As part of our commitment, we aim
to support staff, project partners and
stakeholders to engage and participate
in our own reconciliation journey to
ensure Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples are a central and
celebrated part of Australia’s and
South Australia’s respective identities.

As the Government of South Australia’s
urban renewal authority we have the
capacity to take meaningful steps
across our range of projects, programs
and other activities to enhance how we
respectfully acknowledge and engage
with our key Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander partners and stakeholders.
This reconciliation action plan, our first
plan, provides us with the opportunity
to reflect on our organisation, our
activities and our relationships to define
our contribution to reconciliation over
the coming years.

M A R K D E V I N E
ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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M E S S AG E F R O M
R E CO N C I L I AT I O N
Reconciliation Australia is delighted
to welcome Renewal SA to the
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)
program and to formally endorse
its inaugural Reflect RAP.
As a member of the RAP community,
Renewal SA joins over 1,000 dedicated
corporate, government, and not-forprofit organisations that have formally
committed to reconciliation through
the RAP program since its inception
in 2006. RAP organisations across
Australia are turning good intentions
into positive actions, helping to build
higher trust, lower prejudice, and
increase pride in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures.
Reconciliation is no one single issue or
agenda. Based on international research
and benchmarking, Reconciliation
Australia defines and measures
reconciliation through five critical
dimensions: race relations; equality
and equity, institutional integrity; unity;

AU S T R A L I A

and historical acceptance. All sections
of the community—governments,
civil society, the private sector, and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities—have a role to play to
progress these dimensions.
The RAP program provides a
framework for organisations to advance
reconciliation within their spheres of
influence. This Reflect RAP provides
Renewal SA a roadmap to begin
its reconciliation journey. Through
implementing a Reflect RAP, Renewal
SA will lay the foundations for future
RAPs and reconciliation initiatives.
We wish Renewal SA well as it
takes these first critical steps in its
reconciliation journey. We encourage
the organisation to embrace this journey
with open hearts and minds, to grow
from the challenges, and to build on
the successes. As the Council for
Aboriginal Reconciliation reminded
the nation in its final report:

“Reconciliation is hard work—it’s a long, winding
and corrugated road, not a broad, paved highway.
Determination and effort at all levels of government
and in all sections of the community will be essential
to make reconciliation a reality.”
On behalf of Reconciliation Australia,
I commend Renewal SA on its first
RAP, and look forward to following
its ongoing reconciliation journey.

K A R E N M U N D I N E
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
RECONCILIATION
AUSTRALIA
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O U R

B U S I N E S S

D E L I V E R I N G A N
I N S P I R I N G U R B A N

F U T U R E

Renewal SA provides an integrated
approach to urban development on
behalf of the Government of South
Australia to encourage more people to
live, work, enjoy and invest in our state.

The places we create are vibrant
and dynamic, with our place-making
programs and precinct coordination
encouraging tourism and engaging
communities.

To achieve this, we partner and
engage with community, industry
and organisations to unlock the
potential of existing urban areas.
Planning and partnerships are central
to our success, and a streamlined
and coordinated approach enables
development and progress.

Everything we do at Renewal SA is
about creating economic growth for
South Australia by helping to deliver
an inspiring urban future.

7
LEGEND

Renewal SA has one staff member
of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander descent, from an
organisation workforce of 134.

1 Bowden
2 Tonsley Innovation District
3 The Square at Woodville West
4 Our Port
5 Lightsview
6 Technology Park Adelaide
7 Playford Alive
8 Aldinga
9 Osborne
10 Gillman
11 Dry Creek
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CBD
^ Renewal SA office
^ Lot Fourteen
^ Festival Plaza and
Adelaide Railway Station
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O U R
O U R

B U S I N E S S

P R OJ E C T S

Renewal SA’s projects span the Greater
Adelaide region, and include residential,
commercial, industrial and mixed-use
developments. Together with industry,
community and government partners,
Renewal SA is delivering these projects
for all South Australians.

LOT FOURTEEN
On the site of the former Royal
Adelaide Hospital site, Adelaide’s global
innovation neighbourhood is emerging
as the city’s entrepreneurial centre
through significant new developments
and adaptive re-use projects.

TONSLEY
The former Mitsubishi site is now
a thriving, multi award-winning
innovation district and commercial
and educational hub that also includes
modern residential and community
living opportunities.

LIGHTSVIEW
Just eight kilometres from the city,
this master-planned, mixed-density
residential development, has homes set
amongst high quality public open spaces
that creates a sense of space
for residents to enjoy.

OUR PORT
The redevelopment and revitalisation of
the historic maritime precinct through
contemporary housing, industrial and
community developments is driving
more people to live, work, visit and
invest in the area.

PLAYFORD ALIVE
One of Australia’s largest urban renewal
projects, this integrated precinct offers
quality health care, education, recreation
facilities to more than 40,000 people
that will call this part of northern
Adelaide home.

BOWDEN

THE SQUARE AT
WOODVILLE WEST

Placing people at the centre of
design, this former industrial site
on the edge of the city has become
a sought-after residential and
entertainment destination.

Providing a range of affordable and
social housing options set amongst
new public spaces in Adelaide’s
western suburbs, this development
is an accessible community for all.

TECHNOLOGY PARK
ADELAIDE
A thriving and expanding business
hub in Adelaide’s north, the site is
home to technology, defence and
training businesses of global
recognition and impact.

FESTIVAL PLAZA AND
ADELAIDE RAILWAY
STATION
The creation of new destinations that
excite and connect people, drawing
in visitors to Adelaide City’s premier
entertainment precinct.

ALDINGA
(STRUCTURE PLAN)
The proposed expansion to Aldinga’s
existing community will accommodate a
range of land uses, including residential,
and new education and transport
facilities.

GILLMAN
An area of 400 hectares in Adelaide’s
north for commercial and industrial
development, with 155 hectares to
be progressively developed as a hub
for a wide range of industry, warehouse
and transport logistics activities.

DRY CREEK
A 400 hectare site currently used
as salt crystallisation ponds, provides
for an emerging redevelopment
opportunity to create a new residential
development for Adelaide, only
11 kilometres from the city’s centre.

OSBORNE
A strategic 270 hectare property
development program in support
of the Commonwealth’s continuous
naval shipbuilding program and
other industrial activities with
open space provisions.

O U R P R O P E R T Y
H O L D I N G S
Renewal SA also manages selected
land assets on behalf of the South
Australian Government, specifically
for future development opportunities.
Our assets total approximately
3,550 hectares (as of June 2019), and
may be used for commercial, residential,
industrial and mixed-use purposes.
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O U R

PA S T

Renewal SA has initiated or participated
in a range of initiatives to promote
inclusivity with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people and communities.
In this regard, the Renewal SA
Works Program has provided
180 training and work experience
opportunities, with 46 employment
outcomes, for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people since 2011.

AC T I V I T I E S
WO R K S
P R O G R A M
I N I T I AT I V E S
1

Playford Alive Aboriginal Employment
Initiative, 2010

2

Playford Alive Construct Your Career
in Civil – Aboriginal, 2010

3

Playford Alive ADCIV Aboriginal
Initiative, 2011

4

Port Adelaide Aboriginal Power Cup
School to Work Program, 2015

5 Adelaide Riverbank Precinct

Live Training Site Program Horticulture, 2015
6 Port Adelaide NorthHub Aboriginal

Pre-employment program, 2017
7

Bowden ZIFS - indigenous
facilities management contracted
for cleaning of project office and
sales centre, 2019

8 Playford Alive ZIFS - indigenous

*Though not officially targeting Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander participants,
Renewal SA worked with Intract
Indigenous Contractors to embed
support for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander participants within the program.

facilities management contracted for
cleaning of project office and sales
centre, 2019
9 Lot Fourteen McMahon Services

Demolition Pre-employment
program, 2019*.

O T H E R
I N I T I AT I V E S
During the early Festival Plaza works,
Renewal SA’s Adelaide Riverbank team
successfully advocated for the sensitive
removal and future reinstatement of
the Kaurna reconciliation sculpture,
and supported and participated in the
smoking ceremony that prepared the
sculpture for removal.
In June 2019, a cultural heritage
management plan was finalised for
Lot Fourteen that brings together
a framework for the collaborative
management of cultural heritage
matters and establishes a list

of priorities for potential Kaurna
involvement in the planning and delivery
of the Lot Fourteen project. This
process will set the benchmark for
future Renewal SA projects.
As a first step towards engaging
Renewal SA’s workforce in our
reconciliation journey, we celebrated
NAIDOC Week 2019 with a movie
screening of Another Country.
Approximately 40% of the Renewal SA
workforce attended the screening to
participate in a truth-telling process
and gain a deepeer understanding
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
social perspectives – as a part of the
2019 theme of Voice. Treaty. Truth.
Let’s Work Together.
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O U R

J O U R N E Y

Renewal SA (including its predecessor
organisations) has worked with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and communities on various
practical aspects of planning, design,
management and development of land
across the Greater Adelaide region.
Our actions to date have focused on
engagement with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities, particularly
the Kaurna people, through consultation
on project planning and in managing
tangible and intangible heritage sites
and values on land.
Additionally, we have sought to provide
training and job opportunities to
Aboriginal South Australians through
the Works Program and, more recently,
identify opportunities to engage
Aboriginal businesses through our direct
and indirect procurement.
We recognise that while these individual
actions are positive steps towards
inclusion, they have yet fully considered
the broader context of what South
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people have experienced and
continue to experience. We accept that
we are only now taking our first step
towards reconciliation and, in doing so,

TO

R E CO N C I L I AT I O N

will align our actions to the outcomes
we aspire through our Reconciliation
Action Plan.
This Reconciliation Action Plan will build
upon the experiences and relationships
previously built with our partners and
establishes our commitment to this
reconciliation journey. Our actions and
achievements in reconciliation will be
supported by continuing to live our
organisation’s values of Accountability,
Unity, Respect, Excellence and Fun.

R E N E WA L
VA L U E S

S A’S

Our values are an integral part of
our working life and help us to
define and develop our culture. These
values extend to our approach to
reconciliation, as recognition, inclusion
and reconciliation also become intrinsic
cultural elements at Renewal SA.

ACCOUNTABILITY
We hold ourselves responsible for the
work we deliver and how we deliver it.

RESPECT

STRATEGY

We are courteous, listen and
communicate openly. We value diversity
and are considerate in the treatment
of all people.

To achieve our vision for reconciliation,
Renewal SA will:

EXCELLENCE
We are committed to excellence
in everything we do.

FUN
We have fun at work and celebrate
our success.

O U R
CO M M I T M E N T T O
R E CO N C I L I AT I O N
VISION
Renewal SA is committed to creating
better places for all South Australians
that acknowledges, respects, celebrates
and embraces Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people, communities and
cultures in the operation of our business
and within the delivery of our programs,
projects and other initiatives.

Plan — identify cultural, reconciliation
and heritage matters in business and
project planning, ensuring that personnel
are trained, connected and resourced
to deliver reconciliation outcomes.
Engage — identify and consult with
relevant Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities and ensure those
decisions that can be directly owned by
the Kaurna are made by the Kaurna.
Enable — provide appropriate
mechanisms and systems for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people to work,
partner or engage with Renewal SA
through being accessible, approachable
and open and, in doing so, will:
^

UNITY
We embrace a team spirit. We seek
opportunities to support each other’s
objectives and understand and align
ourselves to one vision.

^

Activate — acknowledge and embrace
the historical and contemporary
cultural value of the lands on
which we work within our projects’
design, development and display,
building community-scale awareness,
education and participation.
Build capacity — support Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people
and businesses to participate in and
contribute to the operations of our
business and delivery of our projects.
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O U R
A N D

F O U N D I N G S TA K E H O L D E R S
PA R T N E R S I N R E CO N C I L I AT I O N

As Renewal SA commences its
reconciliation journey, we recognise that
the journey is better shared than alone.
While further connections, relationships
and partnerships will be built, the
following organisations are central to our
reconciliation planning as we reflect and
prepare for future success.

RECONCILIATION
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
R E CO N C I L I AT I O N
S A
Reconciliation SA is a not-for-profit
organisation that promotes reconciliation
at a state level. Their vision is to increase
understanding of the shared history of
all South Australians that recognises
and enacts the rights of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people to live in a
just and equitable society.
As the leading independent body
advocating for reconciliation across
the public and private sectors,
Renewal SA will engage and collaborate
with Reconciliation SA to resource our
staff and participate in opportunities
to promote reconciliation and deliver
improved opportunities for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

KAURNA NATIONS
CULTURAL HERITAGE
ASSOCIATION
K N C H A
KNCHA is a representative body for the
Kaurna people – the traditional owners
of the Adelaide region.
KNCHA aims to preserve and encourage
Kaurna cultural heritage practices and
to educate and inform the general
community on Kaurna traditions and
customs, addressing issues of heritage
(preservation and protection of sites),
community, education, development,
employment and cultural tourism.
Renewal SA values its existing
relationship with the KNCHA and the
Kaurna community it represents, and
will work with KNCHA across a variety
of initiatives – building upon the recent
completion of a cultural heritage
management plan for Lot Fourteen.

DEPARTMENT OF
PREMIER AND CABINET —
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
AND RECONCILIATION
D P C— A A R
DPC-AAR is the primary agency of
the Government of South Australia
that works with Aboriginal people,
communities and organisations to:
^

^

^

^

^

empower Aboriginal people to have
a stronger voice in government
decision-making
encourage engagement with Aboriginal
stakeholders by the government,
business and community sectors
recognise and celebrate the
contributions of Aboriginal culture and
peoples to South Australian society
partner with Aboriginal people
to protect and preserve
Aboriginal heritage
work with Aboriginal South
Australians to ensure that the needs
of Aboriginal people and communities
are met, including in areas of
identified disadvantage, as well
as those of strength.

Renewal SA will work with DPC-AAR
to consider whole-of-government
approaches to reconciliation and
leverage the considerable resources and
efforts of government agencies
in promoting and progressing
towards reconciliation.

INDUSTRY,
CONTRACTOR
AND PROJECT
PA R T N E R S
Renewal SA will look to its contractor
groups and industry and project
partners that are active in engaging
and working with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities. We will
look with those organisations, especially
those that have already commenced
their reconciliation journey, to share
experiences, opportunities and learnings.
Such partners may include state and
local government agencies, major
contractors, suppliers, consultants
and corporate services providers.
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O U R

AC T I O N

P L A N

—

R E F L E C T

R E L AT I O N S H I P S
ACT
Establish and
strengthen mutually
beneficial relationships
with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
stakeholders and
organisations.

Build relationships
through celebrating
National Reconciliation
Week (NRW).

DELIVER

THROUGH

TIMELINE ACCOUNTABILITY

Identify Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
stakeholders and organisations within our
local area or sphere of influence.

Generate a key stakeholder list (agencies, organisations,
individuals) for corporate and project activities

Nov 2019

Coordination Lead

Research best practice and principles that
support partnerships with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander stakeholders and
organisations.

Review and document (memo) historical and contemporary SA
Government reconciliation processes through DPC-AAR

Dec 2019

Coordination Lead

Learning opportunity 1

Nov 2019

Coordination Lead

Learning opportunity 2

Jan 2020

Coordination Lead

Learning opportunity 3

Apr 2020

Coordination Lead

Learning opportunity 4

Jul 2020

Coordination Lead

Distribute initial awareness email to all staff regarding NRW
information and events (link to portal)

Apr 2020

Communications Lead

Distribute follow-up email to all staff regarding NRW
information and events (link to portal)

May 2020

Communications Lead

Update the reconciliation portal on the RSA Intranet with 2020
NRW information

Apr 2020

Digital Engagement Lead

Selected members of the Renewal SA RAP Working Group
to attend the Reconciliation SA NRW Breakfast

May/Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Identify and select a further community-based NRW event for
other Working Group members to attend

May/Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Identify and select a community-based NRW event for Senior
Leaders Group members to attend

May/Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Identify and directly enable staff (if during working hours)
to attend a community-based NRW event

May/Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Circulate Reconciliation Australia’s
NRW resources and reconciliation
materials to staff.

RAP Working Group members to participate
in an external NRW event.

Encourage and support staff and
senior leaders to participate in at least
one external event to recognise and
celebrate NRW.

Liaise with stakeholders to identify and deliver RAP
Working Group learning opportunities and best practice
reconciliation examples:

ACT
Promote reconciliation
through our sphere of
influence.

DELIVER
Communicate our commitment
to reconciliation to all staff.

THROUGH
Engage an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander artist to
create a bespoke identity for the Reconciliation Action Plan
and associated presentation material (and fosters staff
involvement/participation in its creation)

TIMELINE ACCOUNTABILITY
Dec 2019

Event and Learning Lead

Q4 2019 update

Jan 2020

Digital Engagement Lead

Q1 2020 update

Apr 2020

Digital Engagement Lead

Q2 2020 update

Jul 2020

Digital Engagement Lead

Q3 2020 update

Oct 2020

Digital Engagement Lead

Create a reconciliation portal on the Renewal SA intranet

Nov 2019

Digital Engagement Lead

Review and document (memo) options to have a reconciliation
commitment display in main or project offices

Jun 2020

Event and Learning Lead

Learning opportunity 1

Nov 2019

Event and Learning Lead

Learning opportunity 2

Feb 2020

Event and Learning Lead

Learning opportunity 3

May 2020

Event and Learning Lead

Learning opportunity 4

Aug 2020

Event and Learning Lead

Review and document (memo) government stakeholders
and project/other contractors that have RAPs for potential
cross-learning opportunities

Dec 2019

Partnerships Lead

Identify RAP and other like-minded
Review and document (memo) suppliers, service providers and
organisations that we could approach to
industry partners that can help provide reconciliation outcomes
collaborate with on our reconciliation journey.

Dec 2019

Partnerships Lead

Research best practice and policies in areas
of race relations and anti-discrimination.

Benchmark Renewal SA policies and procedures against those
of organisations including the Equal Opportunity Commission,
Reconciliation Australia, Reconciliation SA and the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

Mar 2020

Cultural Policy Lead

Conduct a review of HR policies and
procedures to identify existing antidiscrimination provisions, and future needs.

Review and document (memo) any revisions that will improve
inclusivity in existing Renewal SA People and Culture policies
and/or procedures.

Mar 2020

Cultural Policy Lead

Distribute quarterly reconciliation updates (email) to all staff on:
^ reconciliation and cultural awareness
^ reconciliation in the community
^ Renewal SA reconciliation activities
^ Renewal SA project cultural management activities

Liaise with stakeholders to identify and deliver opportunities
for staff to learn about reconciliation and participate in our
reconciliation journey

Identify external stakeholders that our
organisation can engage with on our
reconciliation journey.

Promote positive
race relations through
anti-discrimination
strategies.
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O U R

AC T I O N

P L A N

—

R E F L E C T

R E S P E C T
ACT
Increase understanding,
value and recognition
of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
cultures, histories,
knowledge and rights
through cultural learning.

Demonstrate respect to
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples
by observing cultural
protocols.

Build respect for
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures
and histories by
celebrating NAIDOC
Week.

DELIVER

THROUGH

TIMELINE ACCOUNTABILITY

Develop a business case for increasing
understanding, value and recognition of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures, histories, knowledge and rights
within our organisation.

Liaise with DPC-AAR on previous SA Government processes
to establish a business case on recognising Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultures in our organisation

Dec 2019

Coordination Lead

Develop and distribute outcomes from the cultural
recognition business case

Mar 2020

Coordination Lead

Conduct a review of cultural learning needs
within our organisation.

Review scope and delivery of proposed organisation-wide
cultural competency training

Nov 2019

Organisational
Competency Lead

Review training needs for specific project staff to
meet reconciliation, cultural awareness and heritage
management needs

Dec 2019

Organisational
Competency Lead

Develop an understanding of the local
Traditional Owners or Custodians of the
lands and waters within our organisation’s
operational area.

Provide a staff information session on ‘Kaurna land,
culture and custodianship’ (with KNCHA), and document
for future reference

Dec 2019

Event and Learning Lead

Increase staff’s understanding of the
purpose and significance behind cultural
protocols, including Acknowledgement of
Country and Welcome to Country protocols.

Review and update Renewal SA protocols (in consultation
with key stakeholders) relating to cultural awareness,
competency and heritage management

Dec 2019

Organisational
Competency Lead

Distribute information on staff requirements regarding
cultural protocols

Dec 2019

Communications Lead

Raise awareness and share information
amongst staff about the meaning of
NAIDOC Week.

Distribute initial and follow-up emails to all staff regarding
NAIDOC Week information

Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Introduce staff to NAIDOC Week by
promoting external events in our local area.

Distribute initial and follow-up emails to all staff regarding
2020 NAIDOC Week events

Jul 2020

Communications Lead

Hold a staff event for 2020 NAIDOC Week and support
broad attendance

July 2020

Event and Learning Lead

Identify opportunities for Renewal SA RAP Working Group
to participate in a local 2020 NAIDOC Week activity

July 2020

Coordination Lead

RAP Working Group to participate
in an external NAIDOC Week event.
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O U R

AC T I O N

P L A N

—

R E F L E C T

O P P O R T U N I T I E S
ACT
Improve employment
outcomes by increasing
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
recruitment, retention
and professional
development.

Increase Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
supplier diversity to
support improved
economic and social
outcomes.

DELIVER

THROUGH

TIMELINE ACCOUNTABILITY

Develop a business case for Aboriginal and
Liaise with DPC-AAR on previous SA Government processes
Torres Strait Islander employment within our to establish a business case on increasing Aboriginal and
organisation.
Torres Strait Islander employment and development in our
organisation

Dec 2019

Economic
Participation Lead

Develop and distribute outcomes from the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander employment and development business
case

Mar 2020

Economic
Participation Lead

Build understanding of current Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander staffing to
inform future employment and professional
development opportunities.

Monitor and periodically Renewal SA’s Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander staffing profile

Nov 2019
and ongoing

Coordination Lead

Develop a business case for procurement
from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
owned businesses.

Liaise with DPC-AAR on previous SA Government processes
to establish a business case on increasing Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander business engagement in our organisation

Dec 2019

Economic
Participation Lead

Develop and distribute outcomes from the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander business engagement business case

Mar 2020

Economic
Participation Lead

Review supplier resources available from the Office of
Industry Advocate, particularly Aboriginal Business Connect
(Supply Nation partnership)

Dec 2019

Governance Lead

Investigate Supply Nation membership.
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G OV E R N A N C E
ACT

DELIVER

THROUGH

TIMELINE ACCOUNTABILITY

Establish and maintain
an effective RAP
Working Group (RWG) to
drive governance of the
RAP.

Form and maintain a RWG to govern
RAP implementation.

RWG to meet monthly to drive, track and assess
RAP implementation

Monthly

Executive Representative

Draft a Terms of Reference for the RWG.

Develop and have approved a Terms of Reference for the RWG,
and publish internally

Nov 2019

Governance Lead

Establish Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander representation on the RWG.

Seek the appointment of two culture and reconciliation
advisors to the RWG

Dec 2019

Executive Representative

Provide appropriate
support for effective
implementation of RAP
commitments.

Define resource needs for RAP
implementation.

Develop and have endorsed/approved a resource schedule
and budget for reconciliation actions

Nov 2019

Executive Representative

Engage senior leaders in the delivery of RAP
commitments.

Establish the Chief Executive as a primary advocate
for reconciliation within Renewal SA

Nov 2019

Executive Representative

Establish RSA General Managers and Directors as accountable
for actions within their area of responsibility

Nov 2019

Executive Representative

Q4 2019 update

Jan 2020

Communications Lead

Q1 2020 update

Apr 2020

Communications Lead

Q2 2020 update

Jul 2020

Communications Lead

Q3 2020 update

Oct 2020

Communications Lead

Provide quarterly updates to the RSA Executive Group on the
organisation’s reconciliation journey (Executive Noting Paper)

Build accountability
and transparency
through reporting RAP
achievements, challenges
and learnings both
internally and externally.
Continue our
reconciliation journey by
developing our next RAP.

Define appropriate systems and capability
to track, measure and report on RAP
commitments.

Establish a RAP actions reporting system to be updated and
reviewed monthly through the RWG meeting minutes

Nov 2019

Governance Lead

Report RAP implementation and progress on a periodic basis
to the RSA Board at the direction of the RSA Executive Group

Jun 2020

Coordination Lead

Complete and submit the annual RAP
Impact Measurement Questionnaire to
Reconciliation Australia.

Establish notification and submission processes to meet
Reconciliation Australia requirements

Nov 2019

Governance Lead

Submit questionnaire to Reconciliation Australia

Sep 2020

Governance Lead

Report on reconciliation activities and
achievements through intra-Government
processes.

Provide relevant data to DPC-AAR for internal SA Government
reconciliation reporting

Jun 2020

Coordination Lead

Build reconciliation into annual organisational business
reporting

Jun 2020

Communications Lead

Register via Reconciliation Australia’s
website to begin developing our next RAP.

Complete formal registration process for Innovate RAP
development

May 2020

Coordination Lead

Identify any potential formal training opportunities for Innovate
RAP development

May 2020

Coordination Lead
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